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Abstract
Self-stabilization is a versatile fault-tolerance approach that characterizes the ability of a system to
eventually resume a correct behavior after any finite number of transient faults. In this paper, we propose
a self-stabilizing reset algorithm working in anonymous networks. This algorithm resets the network in
a distributed non-centralized manner, i.e., it is multi-initiator, as each process detecting an inconsistency
may initiate a reset. It is also cooperative in the sense that it coordinates concurrent reset executions in
order to gain efficiency. Our approach is general since our reset algorithm allows to build self-stabilizing
solutions for various problems and settings. As a matter of facts, we show that it applies to both static
and dynamic specifications since we propose efficient self-stabilizing reset-based algorithms for the (1minimal) (f, g)-alliance (a generalization of the dominating set problem) in identified networks and the
unison problem in anonymous networks. Notice that these two latter instantiations enhance the state of
the art. Indeed, in the former case, our solution is more general than the previous ones; while in the
latter case, the complexity of the proposed unison algorithm is better than that of previous solutions of
the literature.
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Introduction

In distributed systems, a self-stabilizing algorithm is able to recover a correct behavior in finite time, regardless of the arbitrary initial configuration of the system, and therefore also after a finite number of transient
faults, provided that those faults do not alter the code of the processes.
For more than 40 years, a vast literature on self-stabilizing algorithms has been developed. Selfstabilizing solutions have been proposed for many kinds of classical distributed problems, e.g., token circulation [34], spanning tree construction [17], clustering [14], routing [27], propagation of information with
feedback [12], clock synchronization [19], etc. Moreover, self-stabilizing algorithms have been designed
to handle various environments, e.g., wired networks [34, 17, 14, 27, 12, 19], WSNs [8, 39], peer-to-peer
systems [15, 13], etc. Drawing on this experience, general methodologies for making distributed algorithms
self-stabilizing have been proposed. In particular, Katz and Perry [36] give a characterization of problems
admitting a self-stabilizing solution. Precisely, they describe a general algorithm that transforms almost
all algorithms (specifically, those algorithms that can be self-stabilized) into their corresponding stabilizing
∗
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version. However, this so-called transformer is, by essence, inefficient both in terms of space and time
complexities: actually, its purpose is only to demonstrate the feasibility of the transformation.
Interestingly, many proposed general methods [36, 7, 4, 5] are based on reset algorithms. Such algorithms are initiated when an inconsistency is discovered in the network, and aim at reinitializing the system
to a correct (pre-defined) configuration.
A reset algorithm may be centralized at a leader process (e.g., see [4]), or fully distributed, meaning
multi-initiator (as our proposal here). In the former case, either the reset is coupled with a snapshot algorithm (which makes a global checking of the network), or processes detecting an incoherence (using local
checking [6]) should request a reset to the leader. In the fully distributed case, resets are locally initiated by
processes detecting inconsistencies. This latter approach is considered as more efficient when the concurrent resets are coordinated. In other words, concurrent resets have to be cooperative (in the sense of [37]) to
ensure the fast convergence of the system to a consistent global state.
Self-stabilization makes no hypotheses on the nature (e.g., memory corruption or topological changes)
or extent of transient faults that could hit the system, and the system recovers from the effects of those faults
in a unified manner. Now, such versatility comes at a price, e.g., after transient faults cease, there is a finite
period of time, called the stabilization phase, during which the safety properties of the system are violated.
Hence, self-stabilizing algorithms are mainly compared according to their stabilization time, the maximum
duration of the stabilization phase.
General schemes and efficiency are usually understood as orthogonal issues. In this paper we tackle
this problem by proposing an efficient self-stabilizing reset algorithm working in any anonymous connected
network. Our algorithm is written in the locally shared memory model with composite atomicity, where
executions proceed in atomic steps (in which a subset of enabled processes move, i.e., update their local
states) and the asynchrony is captured by the notion of daemon. The most general daemon is the distributed
unfair daemon. Hence, solutions stabilizing under such an assumption are highly desirable, because they
work under any other daemon assumption. Moreover, the daemon assumption and time complexity are
closely related. The stabilization time is usually evaluated in terms of rounds, which capture the execution
time according to the speed of the slowest processes. But, another crucial issue is the number of local
state updates, i.e. the number of moves. Indeed, the stabilization time in moves captures the amount of
computations an algorithm needs to recover a correct behavior. Now, this complexity can be bounded only
if the algorithm works under an unfair daemon. If an algorithm requires a stronger daemon to stabilize,
e.g., a weakly fair daemon, then it is possible to construct executions whose convergence is arbitrarily long
in terms of atomic steps (and so in moves), meaning that, in such executions, there are processes whose
moves do not make the system progress towards the convergence. In other words, these latter processes
waste computation power and so energy. Such a situation should be therefore prevented, making solutions
working under the unfair daemon more desirable. There are many self-stabilizing algorithms proven under
the distributed unfair daemon, e.g., [2, 21, 31]. However, analyses of the stabilization time in moves is rather
unusual and this may be an important issue. Indeed, recently, several self-stabilizing algorithms which work
under a distributed unfair daemon have been shown to have an exponential stabilization time in moves in the
worst case, e.g., the silent leader election algorithms from [21] (see [2]) and the Breadth-First Search (BFS)
algorithm of Huang and Chen [33] (see [22]).

1.1

Contribution

We propose an efficient self-stabilizing reset algorithm working in any anonymous connected network. Our
algorithm is written in the locally shared memory model with composite atomicity, assuming a distributed
unfair daemon, i.e., the most general scheduling assumption of the model. It is based on local checking
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and is fully distributed (i.e., multi-initiator). Concurrent resets are locally initiated by processes detecting
inconsistencies, these latter being cooperative to gain efficient.
As a matter of facts, our algorithm makes an input algorithm recovering a consistent global state within
at most 3n rounds, where n is the number of processes. Its move complexity is at most 3n + 3. Our reset
algorithm allows to build efficient self-stabilizing solutions for various problems and settings. In particular,
it applies to both static and dynamic specifications. In the static case, the self-stabilizing solution we obtain
is also silent [28]: a silent algorithm converges within finite time to a configuration from which the values
of the communication registers used by the algorithm remain fixed. Silence is a desirable property. Indeed,
as noted in [28], the silent property usually implies more simplicity in the algorithm design. Moreover, a
silent algorithm may utilize less communication operations and communication bandwidth.
To show the efficiency of our method, we propose two reset-based self-stabilizing algorithms, respectively solving the unison problem in anonymous networks and the 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance in identified
networks.
Our unison algorithm has a stabilization time is in O(n) rounds and O(∆.n2 ) moves. Actually, its
stabilization times in round matches the one of the previous best existing solution [11]. However, it achieves
a better stabilization time in moves, since the algorithm in [11] stabilizes in O(D.n3 + α.n2 ) moves (as
shown in [23]), where α is greater than the length of the longest chordless cycle in the network.
As explained before, our 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance algorithm is also silent. Its stabilization time is in
O(n) rounds and O(∆.n.m) moves, where D is the network diameter and m is the number of edges in
the network. To the best of our knowledge, until now there was no self-stabilizing algorithm solving that
problem without any restriction on f and g.

1.2

Related Work

Several reset algorithms have been proposed in the literature. In particular, several solutions, e.g., [7, 6], have
been proposed in the I/O automata model. In this model, communications are implement using messagepassing and assuming weakly fairness. Hence, move complexity cannot be evaluated in that model. In these
papers, authors additionally assume links with known bounded capacity. In [7], authors introduce the notion
of local checking, and propose a method that, given a self-stabilizing global reset algorithm, builds a selfstabilizing solution of any locally checkable problem (i.e., a problem where inconsistency can be locally
detected) in an identified network. The stabilization time in rounds of obtained solutions depends on the
input reset algorithm. In [6], authors focus on an restrictive class of locally checkable problems, those that
are also locally correctable. A problem is locally correctable if the global configuration of the network can
be corrected by applying independent corrections on pair neighboring processes. Now, for example, the 1minimal (f, g) alliance problem is not locally correctable since there are situations in which the correction
of a single inconsistency may provoke a global correction in a domino effect reaction. Notice also that
processes are not assumed to be identified in [6], however the considered networks are not fully anonymous
either. Indeed, each link has one of its incident processes designated as leader. Notice also that authors show
a stabilization time in O(H) when the network is a tree, where H is the tree height.
Self-stabilization by power supply [1] also assumes message-passing with links of known bounded capacity and process identifiers. Using this technique, the stabilization time is in O(n) rounds in general.
Now, only static problems, e.g. leader election and spanning tree construction, are considered.
Fully anonymous networks are considered in [5] in message-passing systems with unit-capacity links
and assuming weakly fairness. The proposed self-stabilizing reset has a memory requirement in O(log? (n))
bits per process. But this small complexity comes at the price of a stabilization time in O(n log n) rounds.
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Finally, Arora and Gouda have proposed a mono-initiator reset algorithm in the locally shared memory
model with composite atomicity. Their self-stabilizing reset works in identified networks, assuming a distributed weakly fair daemon. The stabilization time of their solution is in O(n + ∆.D) rounds, where ∆ is
the degree of the network.

1.3

Roadmap

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the computational model
and basic definitions. In Section 3, we present, prove, and analyze the complexity of our reset algorithm. In
the two last sections, we propose two efficient instances of our reset-based method, respectively solving the
unison problem in anonymous networks and the 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance in identified networks.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Network

We consider a distributed system made of n interconnected processes. Information exchanges are assumed
to be bidirectional. Henceforth, the communication network is conveniently modeled by a simple undirected
connected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of processes and E a set of m edges {u, v} representing
the ability of processes u and v to directly exchange information together. We denote by D the diameter of
G, i.e., the maximum distance between any two pairs of processes. For every edge {u, v}, u and v are said
to be neighbors. For every process u, we denote by δu the degree of u in G, i.e., the number of its neighbors.
Let ∆ = maxu∈V δu be the (maximum) degree of G.

2.2

Computational Model

We use the composite atomicity model of computation [24] in which the processes communicate using a
finite number of locally shared registers, simply called variables. Each process can read its own variables
and that of its neighbors, but can write only to its own variables. The state of a process is defined by the
values of its variables. A configuration of the system is a vector consisting of the states of each process.
Every process u can access the states of its neighbors using a local labeling. Such labeling is called
indirect naming in the literature [42]. All labels of u’s neighbors are stored into the set N (u). To simplify
the design of our algorithms, we sometime consider the closed neighborhood of a process u, i.e., the set
including u itself and all its neighbors. Let N [u] be the set of labels local to u designating all members of
its closed neighborhood, including u itself. In particular, N (u) ( N [u]. We assume that each process u can
identify its local label αu (v) in the sets N (v) of each neighbor v and N [w] of each member w of its closed
neighborhood. When it is clear from the context, we use, by an abuse of notation, u to designate both the
process u itself, and its local labels (i.e., we simply use u instead of αu (v) for v ∈ N [u]).
A distributed algorithm consists of one local program per process. The program of each process consists
of a finite set of rules of the form
hlabeli : hguardi → hactioni
Labels are only used to identify rules in the reasoning. A guard is a Boolean predicate involving the state of
the process and that of its neighbors. The action part of a rule updates the state of the process. A rule can be
executed only if its guard evaluates to true; in this case, the rule is said to be enabled. A process is said to
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be enabled if at least one of its rules is enabled. We denote by Enabled(γ) the subset of processes that are
enabled in configuration γ.
When the configuration is γ and Enabled(γ) 6= ∅, a non-empty set X ⊆ Enabled(γ) is activated by a
so-called daemon; then every process of X atomically executes one of its enabled rules,1 leading to a new
configuration γ 0 , and so on. The transition from γ to γ 0 is called a step. The possible steps induce a binary
relation over the set of configurations, denoted by 7→. An execution is a maximal sequence of configurations
e = γ0 γ1 · · · γi · · · such that γi−1 7→ γi for all i > 0. The term “maximal” means that the execution is either
infinite, or ends at a terminal configuration in which no rule is enabled at any process.
Each step from a configuration to another is driven by a daemon. We define a daemon as a predicate
over executions. In this paper we assume that the daemon is distributed and unfair. “Distributed” means
that while the configuration is not terminal, the daemon should select at least one enabled process, maybe
more. “Unfair” means that there is no fairness constraint, i.e., the daemon might never select an enabled
process unless it is the only enabled process.

2.3

Self-Stabilization and Silence

Let A be a distributed algorithm. Let P and P 0 be two predicates over configurations of A. Let C and C 0 be
two subsets of CA , the set of A’s configurations.
• P (resp. C) is closed by A if for every step γ 7→ γ 0 of A, P (γ) ⇒ P (γ 0 ) (resp. γ ∈ C ⇒ γ 0 ∈ C).
• A converges from P 0 (resp. C 0 ) to P (resp. C) if each of its executions starting from a configuration satisfying P 0 (resp. in a configuration of C 0 ) contains a configuration satisfying P (resp. a
configuration of C).
• P (resp. C) is an attractor for A if P (resp. C) is closed by A and A converges from true (resp. from
CA ) to P (resp. to C).
Let SP be a specification, i.e., a predicate over executions. Algorithm A is self-stabilizing for SP if there
exists a non-empty subset of its configurations L, called the legitimate configurations, such that L is an
attractor for A and every execution of A that starts in a configuration of L satisfies SP . Configurations of
CA \ L are called the illegitimate configurations.
In our model, an algorithm is silent [28] if and only if all its executions are finite. Let SP 0 be an predicate
over configurations of A. Usually, silent self-stabilization is (equivalently) reformulated as follows. A is silent
and self-stabilizing for the SP 0 if all its executions are finite and all its terminal configurations satisfy SP 0 .
Of course, in silent self-stabilization, the set of legitimate configurations is chosen as the set of terminal
configurations.

2.4

Time Complexity

We measure the time complexity of an algorithm using two notions: rounds [26, 18] and moves [24]. We
say that a process moves in γi 7→ γi+1 when it executes a rule in γi 7→ γi+1 .
The definition of round uses the concept of neutralization: a process v is neutralized during a step γi 7→
γi+1 , if v is enabled in γi but not in configuration γi+1 , and it is not activated in the step γi 7→ γi+1 .
Then, the rounds are inductively defined as follows. The first round of an execution e = γ0 γ1 · · · is
the minimal prefix e0 = γ0 · · · γj , such that every process that is enabled in γ0 either executes a rule or is
1

In case of several enabled actions at the activated process, the choice of the executed action is nondeterministic.
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neutralized during a step of e0 . Let e00 be the suffix γj γj+1 · · · of e. The second round of e is the first round
of e00 , and so on.
The stabilization time of a self-stabilizing algorithm is the maximum time (in moves or rounds) over
every possible execution (starting from any initial configuration) to reach a legitimate configuration.

2.5

Composition

We denote by A ◦ B the composition of the two algorithms A and B which is the distributed algorithm where
the local program (A ◦ B)(u), for every process u, consists of all variables and rules of both A(u) and B(u).

3
3.1

Self-Stabilizing Distributed Reset Algorithm
Overview of the Algorithm

In this section, we present our distributed cooperative reset algorithm, called SDR. The formal code of SDR,
for each process u, is given in Algorithm 1. This algorithm aims at reinitializing an input algorithm I
when necessary. SDR is self-stabilizing in the sense that the composition I ◦ SDR is self-stabilizing for
the specification of I. Algorithm SDR works in anonymous networks and is actually is multi-initiator: a
process u can initiate a reset whenever it locally detects an inconsistency in I, i.e., whenever the predicate
¬P ICorrect(u) holds (i.e., I is locally checkable). So, several resets may be executed concurrently. In
this case, they are coordinated: a reset may be partial since we try to prevent resets from overlapping.

3.2

The Variables

Each process u maintains two variables in Algorithm SDR: stu ∈ {C, RB, RC}, the status of u with respect
to the reset, and du ∈ N, the distance of u in a reset.
Variable stu . If u is not currently involved into a reset, then it has status C, which stands for correct. Otherwise, u has status either RB or RF , which respectively mean reset broadcast and reset feedback. Indeed,
a reset is based on a (maybe partial) Propagation of Information with Feedback (PIF) where processes reset
their local state in I (using the macro reset) during the broadcast phase. When a reset locally terminates
at process u (i.e., when u goes back to status C by executing rule C(u)), each member v of its closed
neighborhood satisfies P reset(v), meaning that they are in a pre-defined initial state of I. At the global
termination of a reset, every process u involved into that reset has a state in I which is consistent w.r.t. that
of its neighbors, i.e., P ICorrect(u) holds. Notice that, to ensure that P ICorrect(u) holds at the end of
a reset and for liveness issues, we enforce each process u stops executing I whenever a member of its closed
neighborhood (in particular, the process itself) is involved into a reset: whenever ¬P Clean(u) holds, u is
not allowed to execute I.
Variable du . This variable is meaningless when u is not involved into a reset (i.e., when u has status C).
Otherwise, the distance values are used to arrange processes involved into resets as a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG). This distributed structure allows to prevent both livelock and deadlock. Any process u initiating a
reset (using rule rule R(u)), takes distance 0. Otherwise, when a reset is propagated to u (i.e., when
rule RB(u) is executed), du is set to the minimum distance of a neighbor involved in a broadcast phase
plus 1 (see the macro compute(u)).
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3.3

Typical Execution

Assume the system starts from a configuration where, for every process u, stu = C. A process u detecting
an inconsistency in I (i.e., when ¬P ICorrect(u) holds) stops executing I and initiates a reset using
rule R(u), unless one of neighbor v is already broadcasting a reset, in which case it joins the broadcast of
some neighbor by rule RB(u). To initiate a reset, u sets (stu , du ) to (RB, 0) meaning that u is the root
of a reset (see macro beRoot(u)), and resets its I’s variables to an pre-defined state of I, which satisfies
P reset(u), by executing the macro reset(u). Whenever a process v has a neighbor involved in a broadcast
phase of a reset (status RB), it stops executing I and joins an existing reset using rule RB(v), even if its
state in I is correct, (i.e., even if P ICorrect(v) holds). To join a reset, v also switches its status to RB
and resets its I’s variables (reset(v)), yet it sets dv to the minimum distance of its neighbors involved in
a broadcast phase plus 1, see the macro compute(v). Hence, if the configuration of I is not legitimate,
then within at most n rounds, each process receives the broadcast of some reset. Meanwhile, processes
(temporarily) stop executing I until the reset terminates in their closed neighborhood thanks to the predicate
P Clean.
When a process u involved in the broadcast phase of some reset realizes that all its neighbors are involved
into a reset (i.e., have status RB or RF ), it initiates the feedback phase by switching to status RF , using
rule RF(u). The feedback phase is then propagated up in the DAG described by the distance value: a
broadcasting process u switches to the feedback phase if each of its neighbors v has not status C and if
dv > du , then v has status RF . This way the feedback phase is propagated up into the DAG within at most
n additional rounds. Once a root of some reset has status RF , it can initiate the last phase of the reset: all
processes involves into the reset has to switch to status C, using rule C, meaning that the reset is done.
The values C are propagated down into the reset DAG within at most n additional rounds. A process u can
executing I again when all members of its closed neighborhood (that is, including u itself) have status C,
i.e., when it satisfies P Clean(u).
Hence, overall in this execution, the system reaches a configuration γ where all resets are done within
at most 3n rounds. In γ, all processes have status C. However, process has not necessarily kept a state
satisfying P reset (i.e., the initial pre-defined state of I) in this configuration. Indeed, some process may
have started executing I again before γ. However, the predicate P Clean ensures that no resetting process
has been involved in these latter (partial) executions of I. Hence, SDR rather ensures that all processes are
in I’s states that are coherent with each other from γ. That is, γ is a so-called normal configuration, where
P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every process u.

3.4

Stabilization of the Reset

If a process u is in an incorrect state of Algorithm SDR (i.e., if P R1(u) ∨ P R2(u) holds), we proceed as
for Algorithm I. Either it joins an existing reset (using rule RB(u)) because at least one of its neighbors is
in a broadcast phase, or it initiates its own reset using rule R(u). Notice also that starting from an arbitrary
configuration, the system may contain some reset in progress. However, similarly to the typical execution,
the system stabilizes within at most 3n rounds to a normal configuration.
Algorithm SDR is also efficient in moves. Indeed, in Sections 6 and 5 we will give two examples of
composition I ◦ SDR that stabilize in a polynomial number of moves. Such complexities are mainly due to
the coordination of the resets which, in particular, guarantee that if a process u is enabled to initiate a reset
(P Up(u)) or the root of a reset with status RB, then it is in that situation since the initial configuration
(cf., Theorem 3, page 12).
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3.5

Requirements on the Input Algorithm

According to the previous explanation, Algorithm I should satisfy the following prerequisites:
1. Algorithm I should not write into the variables of SDR, i.e., variables stu and du , for every process
u.
2. For each process u, Algorithm I should provide the two input predicates P ICorrect(u) and P reset(u)
to SDR, and the macro reset(u). Those inputs should satisfy:
(a) P ICorrect(u) does not involve any variable of SDR and is closed by Algorithm I.
(b) P reset(u) involves neither a variable of SDR nor a variable of a neighbor of u.
(c) If ¬P ICorrect(u) ∨ ¬P Clean(u) holds (n.b. P Clean(u) is defined in SDR), then no rule
of Algorithm I is enabled at u.
(d) If P reset(v) holds, for every v ∈ N [u], then P ICorrect(u) holds.
(e) If u performs a move in γ 7→ γ 0 , where, in particular, it modifies its variables in Algorithm I by
executing reset(u) (only), then P reset(u) holds in γ 0 .

4
4.1

Correctness and Complexity Analysis
Partial Correctness

Lemma 1 In any terminal configuration of SDR, ¬P R1(u)∧¬P R2(u)∧P Correct(u) holds for every
process u.
Proof.
Let u be any process and consider any terminal configuration of SDR. Since rule RB(u)
and rule R(u) are disabled, ¬P RB(u) and ¬P Up(u) hold. Since ¬P RB(u) ∧ ¬P Up(u) implies

¬P R1(u) ∧ ¬P R2(u) ∧ P Correct(u), we are done.
Since ¬P R2(u) ≡ stu = C ∨ P reset(u), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1 In any terminal configuration of SDR, stu = C ∨ P reset(u) holds for every process u.
Lemma 2 In any terminal configuration of SDR, stu 6= RB for every process u.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that some process u satisfies stu = RB in a terminal configuration
of SDR. Without the loss of generality, assume u is a process such that stu = RB with du maximum.
First, P reset(u) holds by Corollary 1. Then, every neighbor v of u satisfies stv 6= C, since otherwise
rule RB(v) is enabled. So, every v satisfies stv ∈ {RB, RF }, stv = RB ⇒ distv ≤ du (by definition of
u), and stv = RF ⇒ P reset(v) (by Corollary 1). Hence, rule RF(u) is enabled, a contradiction.

Lemma 3 In any terminal configuration of SDR, stu 6= RF for every process u.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, that some process u satisfies stu = RF in a terminal configuration
of SDR. Without the loss of generality, assume u is a process such that stu = RF with du minimum. First,
every neighbor v of u satisfies stv 6= RB, by Lemma 2. Then, every neighbor v of u such that stv = C also
8

Algorithm 1 Algorithm SDR, code for every process u
Inputs:
• P ICorrect(u)
• P reset(u)
• reset(u)

:
:
:

Variables:
• stu ∈ {C, RB, RF }
• du ∈ N
Predicates:
• P Correct(u)
• P Clean(u)
• P R1(u)
• P RB(u)
• P RF(u)

≡
≡
≡
≡
≡

•

P C(u)

≡

•
•

P R2(u)
P Up(u)

≡
≡

predicate from the input algorithm I
predicate from the input algorithm I
macro from the input algorithm I
:
:

the status of u
the distance value associated to u

stu = C ⇒ P ICorrect(u)
∀v ∈ N [u], stu = C
stu = C ∧ ¬P reset(u) ∧ (∃v ∈ N (u) | stv = RF )
stu = C ∧ (∃v ∈ N (u) | stv = RB)
stu = RB ∧ P reset(u)∧
(∀v ∈ N (u), (stv = RB ∧ dv ≤ du ) ∨ (stv = RF ∧ P reset(v)))
stu = RF ∧
(∀v ∈ N [u], P reset(v) ∧ ((stv = RF ∧ dv ≥ du ) ∨ (stv = C)))
stu 6= C ∧ ¬P reset(u)
¬P RB(u) ∧ (P R1(u) ∨ P R2(u) ∨ ¬P Correct(u))

Macros:
• beRoot(u)
• compute(u)

:
:

stu := RB; du := 0;
stu := RB; du := argmin(v∈N (u) ∧ stv =RB) (dv ) + 1;

Rules:
rule RB(u)
rule RF(u)
rule C(u)
rule R(u)

P
P
P
P

RB(u)
RF(u)
C(u)
Up(u)

:
:
:
:

→
→
→
→

compute(u); reset(u);
stu := RF ;
stu := C;
beRoot(u); reset(u);
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satisfies P reset(v), since otherwise P R1(v) holds, contradicting then Lemma 1. Finally, by definition of
u and by Corollary 1, every neighbor v of u such that stv = RF both satisfies distv ≥ du and P reset(v).
Hence, rule C(u) is enabled, a contradiction.

Theorem 1 For every configuration γ of SDR, γ is terminal if and only if P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u)
holds in γ, for every process u.
Proof.
Let u be any process and assume γ is terminal. By Lemmas 2 and 3, stu = C holds in γ. So,
P Clean(u) holds in γ. Moreover, since P Correct(u) holds (Lemma 1), P ICorrect(u) also holds in
γ, and we are done.
Assume now that for every process u, P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds in γ. Then, stu = C
for every process u, and so rule C(u), rule RB(u), and rule RF(u) are disabled for every u. Then,
since every process has status C, ¬P R1(u) ∧ ¬P R2(u) holds, moreover, P ICorrect(u) implies
P Correct(u), so rule R(u) is also disabled in γ. Hence γ is terminal, and we are done.


4.2

Termination

From Requirements 1 and 2a, we know that Algorithm I does not write into stu and P ICorrect(u) is
closed by I, for every process u. Hence follows.
Remark 1 For every process u, predicate P Correct(u) (defined in SDR) is closed by I.
Requirements 1, 2b, and 2c ensures the following property.
Lemma 4 For every process u, predicates ¬P R1(u), ¬P R2(u), and P RB(u) are closed by I.
Proof. Let γ 7→ γ 0 be any step of I.
• Assume that ¬P R1(u) holds at some process p in γ.
If stu 6= C ∨ (∀v ∈ N (u) | stv 6= RF ) in γ, then stu 6= C ∨ (∀v ∈ N (u) | stv 6= RF ) still holds
in γ 0 by Requirement 1, and we are done.
Otherwise, stu = C ∧ P reset(u) ∧ (∃v ∈ N (u) | stv = RF ) holds in γ. In particular,
¬P Clean(u) holds in γ. Hence, no rule of I is enabled at u in γ, by Requirement 2c. Consequently, P reset(u) still holds in γ 0 . Since, P reset(u) implies ¬P R1(u), we are done.
• Assume that ¬P R2(u) holds at some process u in γ. If stu = C holds in γ, then stu = C holds in
γ 0 by Requirement 1, and so ¬P R2(u) still holds in γ 0 . Otherwise, stu 6= C ∧ P reset(u) holds in
γ. In particular, ¬P Clean(u) holds in γ. Hence, no rule of I is enabled at u, by Requirement 2c,
and by Requirement 2b, P reset(u), and so ¬P R2(u), still holds in γ 0 .
• By Requirement 1, P RB(u) is closed by I.

Recall that two rules are mutually exclusive if there is no configuration γ and no process u such that both
rules at enabled u in γ. Two algorithms are mutually exclusive if their respective rules are pairwise mutually
exclusive. Now, whenever a process u is enabled in SDR, ¬P ICorrect(u) ∨ ¬P Clean(u) holds and, by
Requirement 2c, no rule of I is enabled at u. Hence, follows.
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Remark 2 Algorithms SDR and I are mutually exclusive.
Lemma 5 Rules of Algorithm SDR are pairwise mutually exclusive.
Proof. Since P RB(u) implies stu = C, P RF(u) implies stu = RB, and P C(u) implies stu = RF ,
we can conclude that rule RB(u), rule RF(u), and rule C(u) are pairwise mutually exclusive.
Then, since P Up(u) implies ¬P RB(u), rules rule R(u) and rule RB(u) are mutually exclusive.
P C(u) implies P Correct(u) ∧ P reset(u) which, in turn, implies ¬P Up(u). Hence, rule R(u)
and rule C(u) are mutually exclusive.
P RF(u) implies stu = RB ∧ P reset(u). Now, P Up(u) implies stu = C ∨ ¬P reset(u). Hence,
rule R(u) and rule RF(u) are mutually exclusive.

Lemma 6 For every process u, predicates ¬P R1(u) and ¬P R2(u) are closed by I ◦ SDR.
Proof.
By Remark 2 and Lemma 4, to prove this lemma it is sufficient to show that ¬P R1(u) and
¬P R2(u) are closed by SDR, for every process u.
Predicate ¬P R2(u) only depends on variables of u by Requirement 2b. So, if u does not move,
¬P R2(u) still holds. Assume ¬P R2(u) holds in γ and u executes a rule of SDR in γ 7→ γ 0 . If u executes
rule RB(u) or rule R(u), then u modifies its variables in I by executing reset(u). Hence, in both cases,
P reset(u) holds in γ 0 by Requirement 2e and as P reset(u) implies ¬P R2(u), we are done. Otherwise,
u executes rule RF(u) or rule C(u). In both cases, P reset(u) holds in γ and so in γ 0 by Requirement
2b, and we are done.
Assume now that the predicate ¬P R1(u) holds in γ and consider any step γ 7→ γ 0 . Assume first that
u moves in γ 7→ γ 0 . If u executes rule RB(u), rule RF(u), or rule R(u), then stu 6= C in γ 0 , hence
¬P R1(u) holds in γ 0 . If u executes rule C(u) in γ 7→ γ 0 , u satisfies P reset(u) in γ, and so in γ 0 by
Requirement 2b. Since P reset(u) implies ¬P R1(u), we are done. Assume now that u does not move in
γ 7→ γ 0 . In this case, P R1(u) may become true only if at least a neighbor v of u switches to status RF , by
executing rule RF(v). Now, in this case, stu 6= C in γ, and so in γ 0 . Consequently, ¬P R1(u) still holds
in γ 0 .

Theorem 2 For every process u, P Correct(u) ∨ P RB(u) is closed by I ◦ SDR.
Proof. By Remarks 1 and 2, and Lemma 4, to prove this lemma it is sufficient to show that P Correct(u)
∨ P RB(u) is closed by SDR, for every process u.
Let γ 7→ γ 0 be any step of SDR such that P Correct(u) ∨ P RB(u) holds in γ.
• Assume P Correct(u) holds in γ. By Requirement 2a, if P ICorrect(u) holds in γ, then P ICorrect(u)
still holds in γ 0 , and as P ICorrect(u) implies P Correct(u), we are done.
Assume now ¬P ICorrect(u) holds in γ. Then, P Correct(u)∧¬P ICorrect(u) implies stu 6=
C in γ. Since P C(u) implies P ICorrect(u) by Requirement 2d, rule C(u) is disabled in γ, and
Consequently, stu 6= C in γ 0 , which implies that P Correct(u) still holds in γ 0 .
• Assume P RB(u) holds in γ. If u moves in γ 7→ γ 0 , then u necessarily executes rule RB(u) (see
Lemma 5). In this case, stu = RB in γ 0 , which implies P Correct(u) in γ 0 .
If u does not move, then at least one neighbor of u should switch its status from RB to either C or
RF so that ¬P RB(u) holds in γ 0 . Any neighbor v of u satisfying stv = RB may only change its
status by executing rule RF(v) in γ 7→ γ 0 . Now, rule RF(v) is necessarily disabled in γ since
stu = C. Hence, P RB(u) still holds in γ 0 in this case.
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From Lemma 6 and Theorem 2, we can deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 2 For every process u, ¬P Up(u) is closed by I ◦ SDR.
4.2.1

Roots.

If the configuration is illegitimate w.r.t. the initial algorithm, then some processes locally detect the inconsistency by checking their state and that of their neighbors (using Predicate P ICorrect). Such processes,
called here roots, should initiates a reset. Then, each root u satisfies stu 6= C all along the reset processing.
According to its status, a root is either alive or dead, as defined below.
Definition 1 Let P root(u) ≡ stu = RB ∧ (∀v ∈ N (u), stv = RB ⇒ dv ≥ du ).
• A process u is said to be an alive root if P Up(u) ∨ P root(u).
• A process u is said to be an dead root if stu = RF ∧ (∀v ∈ N (u), statusv 6= C ⇒ dv ≥ du ).
By definition, follows.
Remark 3 For every process u, if P C(u) holds, then u is a dead root.
The next theorem states that no alive root is created during an execution.
Theorem 3 For every process u, ¬P root(u) ∧ ¬P Up(u) is closed by I ◦ SDR.
Proof. By Requirement 1 and Corollary 2, ¬P root(u) ∧ ¬P Up(u) is closed by I. Hence, by Remark 2,
it is sufficient to show that ¬P root(u) ∧ ¬P Up(u) is closed by SDR.
Let γ 7→ γ 0 be any step of SDR such that ¬P root(u) ∧ ¬P Up(u) holds in γ. By Corollary 2,
¬P Up(u) holds in γ 0 . To show that ¬P root(u) holds in γ 0 , we now consider the following cases:
stu = RF in γ: In this case, rule RB(u) and rule R(u) are respectively disabled in γ since stu 6= C
and ¬P Up(u) hold in γ. So, stu 6= RB in γ 0 , which implies that ¬P root(u) still holds in γ 0 .
stu = RB in γ: Then, ¬P root(u) in γ implies that there is a neighbor v of u such that stv = RB ∧ dv <
du in γ. Let α be the value of dv in γ. Since ¬P Up(u) holds in γ, u may only execute rule RF(u)
in γ 7→ γ 0 and, consequently, du > α in γ 0 . Due to the value of du , v may only execute rule R(v)
in γ 7→ γ 0 . Whether or not v moves, stv = RB ∧ dv ≤ α in γ 0 . Hence, stv = RB ∧ dv < du in γ 0 ,
which implies that ¬P root(u) still holds in γ 0 .
stu = C in γ: If u does not moves in γ 7→ γ 0 , then ¬P root(u) still holds in γ 0 . Otherwise, since
¬P Up(u) holds in γ, u can only execute rule RB(u) in γ 7→ γ 0 . In this case, P RB(u) implies that there is a neighbor v of u such that stv = RB in γ. Without the loss of generality, assume
v is the neighbor of u such that stv = RB with the minimum distance value in γ. Let α be the value
of dv in γ. Then, stu = RB and du = α + 1 in γ 0 . Moreover, since stu = C and stv = RB in γ, v
may only execute rule R(v) in γ 7→ γ 0 . Whether or not v moves, stv = RB ∧ dv ≤ α in γ 0 . Hence,
stv = RB ∧ dv < du in γ 0 , which implies that ¬P root(u) still holds in γ 0 .
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4.2.2

Move Complexity.

Definition 2 (AR) Let γ be a configuration of I ◦ SDR. We denote by AR(γ) the set of alive roots in γ.
By Theorem 3, follows.
Remark 4 Let γ0 · · · γi · · · be any execution of I ◦ SDR. For every i > 0, AR(γi ) ⊆ AR(γi−1 ).
Based on the aforementioned property, we define below the notion of segment.
Definition 3 (Segment) Let e = γ0 · · · γi · · · be any execution of I ◦ SDR.
• If for every i > 0, |AR(γi−1 )| = |AR(γi )|, then the first segment of e is e itself, and there is no other
segment.
• Otherwise, let γi−1 7→ γi be the first step of e such that |AR(γi−1 )| > |AR(γi )|. The first segment of
e is the prefix γ0 · · · γi and the second segment of e is the first segment of the suffix of e starting in γi ,
and so forth.
By Remark 4, follows.
Remark 5 Every execution of I ◦ SDR contains at most n + 1 segments where n is the number of processes.
We now study how a reset propagates into the network. To that goal, we first define the notion of reset
parent. Roughly speaking, the parents of u in a reset are its neighbors (if any) that have caused its reset.
Definition 4 (Reset Parent and Children) RP arent(v, u) holds for any two processes u and v if v ∈
N (u), stu 6= C, P reset(u), du > dv , and (stu = stv ∨ stv = RB).
Whenever RP arent(v, u) holds, v (resp., u) is said to be a reset parent of u in (resp., a reset child of v).
Remark that in a given configuration, a process may have several reset parents. Below, we define the
reset branches, which are the trails of a reset in the network.
Definition 5 (Reset Branch) A reset branch is a sequence of processes u1 , . . . , uk for some integer k ≥ 1,
such that u1 is an alive or dead root and, for every 1 < i ≤ k, we have RP arent(ui−1 , ui ). The process ui
is said to be at depth i − 1 and ui , · · · , uk is called a reset sub-branch. The process u1 is the initial extremity
of the reset branch u1 , . . . , uk .
Lemma 7 Let u1 , . . . , uk be any reset branch.
1. k ≤ n,
2. If stu1 = C, then k = 1. Otherwise, stu1 · · · stuk ∈ RB ∗ RF ∗ .
3. ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , k}, ui is neither an alive, not a dead root.
Proof. Let i and j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. By definition, dui < duj and so ui 6= uj . Hence, in a reset
branch, each node appears at most once, and Lemma 7.1 holds.
Let i ∈ {2, . . . , k}. Lemma 7.2 immediately follows from the following three facts, which directly
derive from the definition of reset parent.
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• stui 6= C.
• stui = RB ⇒ stui−1 = RB.
• stui = RF ⇒ stui−1 ∈ {RB, RF }.
Lemma 7.3 immediately follows from those two facts.
• ui is not a dead root, since ui−1 ∈ N (ui ) ∧ stui−1 6= C ∧ dui−1 < dui .
• ui is not an alive root, indeed
– ¬P root(u) holds, since ui−1 ∈ N (ui ) ∧ (stui = RB ⇒ stui−1 = RB) ∧ dui−1 < dui .
– ¬P Up(ui ) holds since ¬P R1(u)∧¬P R2(u) holds because P reset(u) holds, and P Correct(u)
holds because stu 6= C.

Remark 6 In a configuration, a process u may belong to several branches. Precisely, u belongs to at least
one reset branch, unless stu = C ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds.
Lemma 8 Let γx 7→ γx+1 be a step of I ◦ SDR. Let u1 , . . . , uk be a reset branch in γx . If u1 is an alive
root in γx+1 , then u1 , . . . , uk is a reset branch in γx+1 .
Proof. We first show the following two claims:
Claim 1: If u1 moves in γx 7→ γx+1 , then u1 necessarily executes rule R in γx 7→ γx+1 .
Proof of the claim: Since u1 is an alive root in γx+1 , u1 is an alive root in γx , by Theorem 3. Assume now, by the contradiction, that u1 moves, but does not execute rule R in γx 7→ γx+1 . Then,
¬P Up(uk ) holds in γx , by Remark 2 and Lemma 5. So, by definition of alive root, stu = RB in γx
and, from the code of SDR and Requirement 2c, u1 executes rule RF in γx 7→ γx+1 . Consequently,
stu = RF . Now, ¬P Up(uk ) still holds in γx+1 , by Corollary 2. Hence, u1 is not an alive root in
γx+1 , a contradiction.
Claim 2: For every i ∈ {2, . . . , k}, if ui moves γx 7→ γx+1 , then ui executes rule RF in γx 7→ γx+1 and
in γx we have stui = RB and i < k ⇒ stui+1 = RF .
Proof of the claim: We first show that only rule RF may be enabled at ui in γx .
• By definition, stui 6= C and so ¬P Clean(ui ) holds in γx . Thus, by Requirement 2c, all rules
of I that are disabled at ui in γx .
• rule RB(ui ) is disabled in γx since stui 6= C (by definition).
• The fact that ui is not a dead root in γx (Lemma 7) implies that rule C(ui ) is disabled in γx
(Remark 3).
• rule R(ui ) is disabled in γx since ui is not an alive root (Lemma 7).
Hence, ui can only executes rule RF in γx 7→ γx+1 . In this case, stui = RB in γx (see the guard of
rule RF(ui )). Moreover, if i < k, then stui = RB∧RP arent(ui , ui+1 ) implies that ui+1 ∈ N (ui ),
stui+1 ∈ {RB, RF }, and dui < dui+1 . Now, if ui+1 ∈ N (ui ), stui+1 = RB, and dui < dui+1 , then
rule RF(ui ) is disabled. Hence, if ui moves γx 7→ γx+1 and i < k, then ui executes rule RF and
so stui+1 = RF in γx .
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Then, we proceed by induction on k. The base case (k = 1) is trivial. Assume now that k > 1. Then,
by induction hypothesis, u1 , . . . , uk−1 is a reset branch in γx+1 . Hence, to show that u1 , . . . , uk is a reset
branch in γx+1 , it is sufficient to show that RP arent(uk−1 , uk ) holds in γx+1 . Since, RP arent(uk−1 , uk )
holds in γx , we have stuk 6= C in γx . So, we now study the following two cases:
• stuk = RB in γx . By Claim 2, uk may only execute rule RF in γx 7→ γx+1 . Consequently,
stuk ∈ {RB, RF } ∧ P reset(uk ) ∧ duk = d holds in γx+1 , where d > 0 is the value of duk in γx .
Consider now process uk−1 . Since stuk = RB in γx , stuk−1 = RB too in γx (Lemma 7).
If uk−1 does not move in γx 7→ γx+1 , then RP arent(uk−1 , uk ) still holds in γx+1 , and we are done.
Assume now that uk−1 moves in γx 7→ γx+1 . Then, we necessarily have k = 2 since otherwise,
Claim 2 applies for i = k − 1: uk−1 moves in γx 7→ γx+1 only if stuk = RF in γx . Now, k = 2
implies that uk−1 executes rule R in γx 7→ γx+1 (by Claim 1), so stuk−1 = RB and duk−1 = 0 < d
in γx+1 . Consequently, RP arent(uk−1 , uk ) still holds in γx+1 , and we are done.
• stuk = RF in γx .
By Claim 2, uk does not move in γx 7→ γx+1 . So, stuk = RF ∧ P reset(uk ) ∧ duk = d holds in
γx+1 , where d > 0 is the value of duk in γx .
If uk−1 does not move in γx 7→ γx+1 , we are done. Assume, otherwise, that uk−1 moves in γx 7→
γx+1 .
Then, if k = 2, then uk−1 executes rule R in γx 7→ γx+1 (by Claim 1), so stuk−1 = RB and
duk−1 = 0 < d in γx+1 , and so RP arent(uk−1 , uk ) still holds in γx+1 .
Otherwise (k > 2), uk−1 necessarily executes rule RF in γx 7→ γx+1 (by Claim 2): stuk−1 =
RF and duk−1 < duk in γx+1 (n.b., neither duk−1 nor duk is modified in γx 7→ γx+1 ). Hence,
RP arent(uk−1 , uk ) still holds in γx+1 , and we are done.

Lemma 9 Let u be any process. During a segment S = γi · · · γj of execution of I ◦ SDR, if u executes the
rule rule RF, then u does not execute any other rule of SDR in the remaining of S.
Proof.
Let γx 7→ γx+1 be a step of S in which u executes rule RF. Let γy 7→ γy+1 (with y > x)
be the next step in which u executes its next rule of SDR. (If γx 7→ γx+1 or γy 7→ γy+1 does not exist,
then the lemma trivially holds.) Then, since rule RF(u) is enabled in γx , ¬P Up(u) holds in γx , by
Lemma 5. Consequently, ¬P Up(u) holds forever from γx , by Corollary 2. Hence, from the code of SDR
and Requirement 2c, u necessarily executes rule C in γy 7→ γy+1 since stu = RF ∧ ¬P Up(u) holds in
γy . In γx , since stu = RB, u belongs to some reset branches (Remark 6) and all reset branches containing u
have an alive root (maybe u) of status RB (Lemma 7). Let v be any alive root belonging to a reset branch
containing u in γx . In γy , u is the dead root, since P C(u) holds (Remark 3). By Lemma 7, either u = v or
u no more belong to a reset branch whose initial extremity is v. By Lemma 8 and Theorem 3, v is no more
an alive root in γy . Still by Theorem 3, the number of alive roots necessarily decreased between γx and γy :
γx 7→ γx+1 and γy 7→ γy+1 belong to two distinct segments of the execution.

Theorem 4 The sequence of rules of SDR executed by a process u in a segment of execution of I ◦ SDR
belongs to the following language:
(rule C + ε) (rule RB + rule R + ε) (rule RF + ε)
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Proof. From the code of SDR and Requirement 2c, we know that after any execution of rule C(u), the next
rule of SDR u will execute (if any), is either rule RB or rule R. Similarly, immediately after an execution
of rule RB(u) (resp., rule R(u)), stu = RB ∧ P reset(u) holds (see Requirement 2e) and P reset(u)
holds while u does not switch to status C (Requirements 2b and 2c). So the next rule of SDR u will execute
(if any) is rule RF. Finally, immediately after any execution of rule RF(u), stu = RF ∧ P reset(u)
holds until (at least) the next execution of a rule of SDR since P reset(u) holds while u does not switch to
status C (Requirements 2b and 2c). Then, the next rule of SDR u will execute (if any) is rule C. However,
if this latter case happens, rule RF(u) and rule C(u) are executed in different segments, by Lemma 9.

Since a process can execute rules of I only if its status is C, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3 The sequence of rules executed by a process u in a segment of execution of I ◦ SDR belongs
to the following language:
(rule C + ε) words I (rule RB + rule R + ε) (rule RF + ε)
where words I is any sequence of rules of I.
From Remark 5 and Theorem 4, follows.
Corollary 4 Any process u executes at most 3n + 3 rules of SDR in any execution of I ◦ SDR.
Let S = γ0 · · · γj · · · be a segment of execution of I ◦ SDR. Let cSI be the configuration of I in which
every process u has the local state cSI (u) defined below.
1. cSI (u) = γ0|I (u), if u never satisfies stu = C in S,
2. cSI (u) = γi|I (u) where γi is the first configuration such that stu = C in S, otherwise.
The following lemma is a useful tool to show the convergence of I ◦ SDR.
Lemma 10 Let S = γ0 · · · γj · · · be a segment of execution of I ◦ SDR. For every process u, let words I(u)
be the (maybe empty) sequence of rules of I executed by u in S. There is a prefix of execution of I starting
in cSI that consists of the executions of words I(u), for every process u.
Proof. For every process u, for every i ≥ 0, let prewords I(γi , u) be the prefix of words I(u) executed
by process u in the prefix γ0 · · · γi of S. For every i ≥ 0, let cw I(γi ) be the configuration of I in which
every process u has the local state cw I(γi )(u) defined below.
• cw I(γi )(u) = cSI (u), if prewords I(γi , u) = ∅,
• cw I(γi )(u) = s where s is the state assigned to u by the execution of its last rule of prewords I(γi , u)
in the prefix γ0 · · · γi of S, otherwise.
The lemma is immediate from the following induction: for every i ≥ 0, there is a possible prefix of execution of I that starts from cSI , ends in cw I(γi ), and consists of the executions of prewords I(γi , u),
for every process u. The base case (i = 0) is trivial. Assume the induction holds for some i ≥ 0 and
consider the case i + 1. For every process u, either u does not execute any rule of I in γi 7→ γi+1
and prewords I(γi+1 , u) = prewords I(γi , u), or u executes some rule Ru of I in γi 7→ γi+1 and
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prewords I(γi+1 , u) = prewords I(γi , u) · Ru . If all processes satisfy the former case, then, by induction hypothesis, we are done. Otherwise, by induction hypothesis, it is sufficient to show the transition from cw I(γi )(u) to cw I(γi+1 )(u) consisting of the execution of Ru by every process u such that
prewords I(γi+1 , u) = prewords I(γi , u) · Ru is a possible step of I. To see this, consider any process u such that prewords I(γi+1 , u) = prewords I(γi , u) · Ru . Since u executes Ru in γi 7→ γi+1 ,
P Clean(u) holds in γi meaning that every member v of N [u] (in particular, u) satisfies stv = C in γi .
Then, by Corollary 3, every v (in particular, u) is in the state cw I(γi )(u). Hence, as Ru is enabled in γi ,
Ru is enabled in cw I(γi ) too, and we are done.

4.2.3

Round Complexity.

Below, we use the notion of attractor, defined at the beginning of the section.
Definition 6 (Attractors)
• Let P1 a predicate over configurations of I ◦ SDR which is true if and only if ¬P Up(u) holds, for
every process u.
• Let P2 a predicate over configurations of I ◦ SDR which is true if and only if (1) P1 holds and (2)
¬P RB(u) holds, for every process u.
• Let P3 a predicate over configurations of I ◦ SDR which is true if and only if (1) P2 holds and (2)
stu 6= RB, for every process u.
• P4 a predicate over configurations of I ◦ SDR which is true if and only if (1) P3 holds and (2)
stu 6= RF , for every process u.
In the following, we call normal configuration any configuration satisfying P4 .
Lemma 11 P1 is an attractor for I ◦ SDR. Moreover, I ◦ SDR converges from true to P1 within at most
one round.
Proof. First, for every process u, ¬P Up(u) is closed by I ◦ SDR (Corollary 2). Consequently, P1 is
closed by I ◦ SDR. Moreover, to show that I ◦ SDR converges from true to P1 within at most one round,
it is sufficient to show that any process p satisfies ¬P Up(u) during the first round of any execution of I ◦
SDR. This property is immediate from the following two claims.
Claim 1: If P Up(u), then u is enabled.
Proof of the claim: By definition of rule R(u).
Claim 2: If P Up(u) holds in γ and u moves in the next step γ 7→ γ 0 , then ¬P Up(u) holds in γ 0 .
Proof of the claim: First, by Remark 2, Lemma 5, and the guard of rule R(u), rule R(u) is executed in γ 7→ γ 0 . Then, immediately after rule R(u), stu = RB and P reset(u) holds (see
Requirement 2e), now stu = RB and P reset(u) implies ¬P Up(u).

Lemma 12 P2 is closed by I ◦ SDR.
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Proof.
By Requirement 1, ¬P RB(u) is closed by I, for every process u. So, by Lemma 11 and
Remark 2, it is sufficient to show that for every step γ 7→ γ 0 of I ◦ SDR such that P2 holds in γ, for every
process u, if u executes a rule of SDR in γ 7→ γ 0 , then ¬P RB(u) still holds in γ 0 .
So, assume any such step γ 7→ γ 0 and any process u.
• If stu = C in γ, then ∀v ∈ N (u), stv 6= RB in γ, since γ satisfies P2 . Now, no rule rule RB
or rule R can be executed in γ 7→ γ 0 since γ satisfies P2 . So, ∀v ∈ N (u), stv 6= RB in γ 0 , and
consequently ¬P RB(u) still holds in γ 0 .
• If stu 6= C in γ 0 , then ¬P RB(u) holds in γ 0 .
• Assume now that stu 6= C in γ and stu = C in γ 0 . Then, u necessarily executes rule C in γ 7→ γ 0 .
In this case, ∀v ∈ N (u), stv 6= RB in γ. Now, no rule rule RB or rule R can be executed in
γ 7→ γ 0 since γ satisfies P2 . So, ∀v ∈ N (u), stv 6= RB in γ 0 , and consequently ¬P RB(u) still
holds in γ 0 .
Hence, in all cases, ¬P RB(u) still holds in γ 0 , and we are done.



Lemma 13 I ◦ SDR converges from P1 to P2 within at most n − 1 rounds.
Proof. Let u be any process of status RB. Then, u belongs to at least one reset branch (Remark 6). Let
md(u) be the maximum depth of u in a reset branch it belongs to. Then, md(u) < n, by Lemma 7.
Consider now any execution e = γ0 · · · γi · · · of I ◦ SDR such that γ0 satisfies P1 . Remark first that
from γ0 , rule R(v) is disabled forever, for every process v, since P1 is closed by I ◦ SDR (Lemma 11).
Claim 1: If some process u satisfies stu = RB in some configuration γi (i ≥ 0), then from γi , while
stu = RB, md(u) cannot decrease.
Proof of the claim: Consider any γi 7→ γi+1 where stu = RB both in γi and γi+1 . This in particular
means that u does not move in γi 7→ γi+1 . Let u1 , . . . , uk = u be a reset branch in γi such that
k = md(u). ∀x ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, ux has a neighbor (ux+1 ) such that stx+1 = RB ∧ dx+1 > du in
γi , by Lemma 7 and the definition of a reset branch. Hence, every ux is disabled in γi . Consequently,
u is still at depth at least k in a reset branch defined in γi+1 , and we are done.
Claim 2: For every process u that executes rule RB(u) in some step γi 7→ γi+1 of the jth round of e, we
have stu = RB ∧ md(u) ≥ j in γi+1 .
Proof of the claim: We proceed by induction. Assume a process u executes rule RB(u) in some
step γi 7→ γi+1 of the first round of e. In γi , there is some neighbor v of u such that stv = RB.
Since stu = C in γi , v is disabled in γi . Consequently, RP arent(v, u) holds in γi+1 , and so stu =
RB ∧ md(u) ≥ 1 holds in γi+1 . Hence, the claim holds for j = 1.
Assume now that the claim holds in all of the j first rounds of e, with j ≥ 1.
Assume, by the contradiction, that some process u executes rule RB in a step γi 7→ γi+1 of the
(j + 1)th round of e, and does not satisfy stu = RB ∧ md(u) ≥ j + 1 in γi+1 . Then, by definition
of rule RB(u), stu = C in γi and stu = RB ∧ md(u) < j + 1 in γi+1 . Let x be the value of
md(u) in γi+1 . We have x < j + 1. Without the loss of generality, assume that no process satisfies
this condition before u in the (j + 1)th round of e and any process v that fulfills this condition in the
same step as u satisfies stv = RB ∧ x ≤ md(v) < j + 1 in γi+1 . Then, by definition md(u) and
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Lemma 7, there is a neighbor v of u such stv = RB and md(v) = x − 1 < j in γi+1 . Moreover, by
definition of u and Claim 1, stv = RB and md(v) ≤ x − 1 < j since (at least) the first configuration
of the (j + 1)th round of e, which is also the last configuration of the jth round of e. So, by induction
hypothesis, stv = RB and md(v) ≤ x − 1 < j since (at least) the end of the (x − 1)th round of
e. If stu 6= C in the last configuration of the (x − 1)th round of e, then stu 6= C continuously until
γi (included) since meanwhile rule C(u) is disabled because stv = RB. Hence, u cannot execute
rule RB(u) in γi 7→ γi+1 , a contradiction. Assume otherwise that stu = C in the last configuration
of the (x − 1)th round of e. Then, u necessarily executes rule RB during the xth round of e, but
not in the (j + 1)th round of e since stv = RB continuously until γi (included), indeed, after the
execution of rule RB(u) in the xth round, the two next rules executed by u (if any) are necessarily
rule RF followed by rule C, but rule C(u) is disabled while stv = RB. Hence, rule RB(u) is
not executed in γi 7→ γi+1 , a contradiction.
By Claim 2, no process executes rule RB during the nth round of e. Now, along e, we have:
• If P RB(u) holds, then u is enabled (see rule RB(u)), and
• If P RB(u) holds in γi (with i ≥ 0) and u moves in the next step γi 7→ γi+1 , then ¬P RB(u) holds
in γi+1 .
Indeed, u necessarily executes rule RB(u) in γi 7→ γi+1 (Remark 2 and Lemma 5) and, consequently, stu = RB in γi+1 , which implies that ¬P RB(u) holds in γi+1 .
Hence, we can conclude that the last configuration of the (n − 1)th round of e satisfies P2 , and we are done.

Lemma 14 P3 is closed by I ◦ SDR. Moreover, I ◦ SDR converges from P2 to P3 within at most n rounds.
Proof. By Requirement 1, no rule of I can set the status of a process to RB. Then, let γ be a configuration
of I ◦ SDR such that P3 (γ) holds. Since P1 (γ) and P2 (γ) also holds, no rule rule R or rule RB is
enabled in γ. Hence, after any step from γ, there is still no process of status RB and we can conclude that
P3 is closed by I ◦ SDR since we already know that P2 is closed by I ◦ SDR (Lemma 12).
Let γ be any configuration satisfying P2 but not P3 . To show the convergence from from P2 to P3 within
at most n rounds, it is sufficient to show that at least one process u switches from stu = RB to stu 6= RB
within the next round from γ, since we already know that once stu 6= RB after γ, stu 6= RB holds forever
(recall that all configurations reached from γ satisfies P2 , see Lemma 12).
Let mu be a process of status RB with a maximum distance value in γ. Since ¬P Up(mu) ∧
¬P RB(mu) ∧ stmu 6= C holds, P reset(mu) holds in γ. Let v be any neighbor of mu. Since
¬P RB(v) ∧ stmu = RB holds, stv 6= C in γ. Again, since ¬P Up(v) ∧ ¬P RB(v) ∧ stv 6= C holds,
P reset(v) holds in γ. According to the definition of mu, we have (stv = RB ∧ dv ≤ dmu ) ∨ stv = RF .
We can conclude that along any execution from γ, rule RF(mu) is enabled until mu executes this rule. In
this case, rule RF(mu) will be executed in the next move of mu by Remark 2 and Lemma 5. So, during
the next round from γ, rule RF(mu) is executed, i.e., stmu is set to RF , and we are done.

Let γ by any configuration of I ◦ SDR. We denote by γ|SDR the projection of γ over variables of SDR.
By definition, γ|SDR is a configuration of SDR.
Lemma 15 For every configuration γ of I ◦ SDR, γ ∈ P4 (i.e., γ is a normal configuration) if and only if
γ|SDR is a terminal configuration of SDR.
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Proof.
Let γ be a configuration of I ◦ SDR. By definition of P4 , if γ ∈ P4 , then γ|SDR is a terminal
configuration of SDR. Then, if γ|SDR is a terminal configuration of SDR, then γ ∈ P4 by Lemmas 1, 2, and
3.

Lemma 16 P4 is closed by I ◦ SDR. Moreover, I ◦ SDR converges from P3 to P4 within at most n rounds.
Proof. By Requirement 1, no rule of I can set the status of a process to RF . So, by Lemma 15, we can
conclude that P4 is closed by I ◦ SDR.
Let γ be any configuration satisfying P3 but not P4 . To show the convergence from from P3 to P4 within
at most n rounds, it is sufficient to show that at least one process u switches from stu = RF to stu 6= RF
within the next round from γ, since we already know that once stu 6= RF after γ, stu 6= RF holds forever
(recall that all configurations reached from γ satisfies P3 by Lemma 14, and only process of status RB may
switch to status RF ).
Let mu be a process of status RF with a minimum distance value in γ. Since ¬P Up(mu)∧¬P RB(mu)∧
stmu 6= C holds, P reset(mu) holds in γ. Let v be any neighbor of mu. By definition of P3 , stv 6= RB in
γ. Moreover, since ¬P Up(v) ∧ ¬P RB(v) and v has a neighbor of status RF (mu), P reset(v) holds
in γ. According to the definition of mu, we have (stv = RF ∧ dv ≥ dmu ) ∨ stv = C. We can conclude that
along any execution from γ, rule C(mu) is enabled until mu executes this rule. In this case, rule C(mu)
will be executed in the next move of mu by Remark 2 and Lemma 5. So, during the next round from γ,
rule C(mu) is executed, i.e., stmu is set to C, and we are done.

By Lemmas 11-16 and Theorem 1, follows.
Corollary 5 A4 is an attractor for I ◦ SDR. Moreover, I ◦ SDR converges from true to P4 within at most
3n rounds. For every configuration γ of I ◦ SDR, γ satisfies A4 (i.e. γ is a normal configuration) if and
only if P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds in γ, for every process u.

5
5.1

Asynchronous Unison
The Problem

We now consider the problem of asynchronous unison (introduced in [20]), simply referred to as unison in
the following. This problem is a clock synchronization problem: each process u holds a variable (usually
an integer variable) called clock, here noted cu . Then, the problem is specified as follows:
• Each process should increment its clock infinitely often. (liveness)
• The difference between clocks of every two neighbors should be at most one increment at each instant.
(safety)
Notice that we consider here periodic clocks, i.e., the clock incrementation is modulo a so-called period,
here noted K.

5.2

Related Work

The first self-stabilizing asynchronous unison for general connected graphs has been proposed by Couvreur
et al. [20]. It is written in the locally shared memory model with composite atomicity and uses at least
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n2 states per processes, where n is the number of process. However, no complexity analysis was given.
Another solution which stabilizes in O(n) rounds has been proposed by Boulinier et al. in [11] (still in the
locally shared memory model with composite atomicity) using K + α states per process, where the period
K should satisfy K > CG and α is a parameter that should satisfy α ≥ TG − 2. CG is the cyclomatic
characteristic of the network G, i.e., the length of the shortest maximal cycle of a cycle basis of G if G is
cyclic, and 2 if G is a tree. TG is the length of the longest chordless cycle in a graph G. Boulinier also
proposed in his PhD thesis [10] a parametric solution which generalizes both the solutions of [20] and [11].
In particular, the complexity analysis of this latter algorithm reveals an upper bound in O(D.n) rounds on
the stabilization time of the Couvreur et al.’ algorithm, where D is the network diameter.

5.3

Contribution

We first propose a distributed algorithm called U. Starting from a pre-defined configuration, U implements
the unison problem in anonymous networks, providing that the period K satisfies K > n. U is not selfstabilizing, however we show that the composite algorithm U ◦ SDR is actually an efficient self-stabilizing
unison algorithm. Indeed, its stabilization times in round matches the one of the best existing solution [11].
Moreover, it can be implemented using O(log n) bits per process, like the solution of [11]. Finally, it
achieves a better stabilization time in moves, since it stabilizes in O(D.n2 ) moves, while the algorithm
in [11] stabilizes in O(D.n3 + α.n2 ) moves (as shown in [23]).

5.4

Algorithm U

Overview. We consider here anonymous (bidirectional) networks of arbitrary connected topology. Moreover, every process has the period K as input. K is required to be (strictly) greater than n, the number of
processes. The formal code of Algorithm U is given in Algorithm 2. Informally, each process maintains a
single variable, its clock cu , using a single rule rule U(u).
In the following, we assume that the system is initially in the configuration γinit where every process u
satisfies cu = 0 ∧ stu = C. Basically, starting from γinit , a process u can increment its clock cu modulo
K (using rule rule U(u)) if it is on time or one increment late with each of its neighbors, see predicate
P Up(u).
Correctness. Below, we focus on configurations of U satisfying P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u), every
process u. Indeed, γinit belongs to this class of configurations. Moreover, a configuration of U ◦ SDR is
normal if and only if P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every process u. Hence, the properties we
exhibit now will be, in particular, satisfied at the completion of SDR.
Consider any two neighboring processes u and v such that P Ok(u, v) in some configuration γ, i.e.,
cv ∈ {(cu − 1)%K, cu , (cu + 1)%K}. Without the loss of generality, assume that cv ∈ {cu , (cu + 1)%K}
(otherwise switch the role of u and v). Let γ 7→ γ 0 be the next step. If cv = cu in γ, then cv ∈ {(cu −
1)%K, cu , (cu +1)%K} in γ 0 since each clock increments at most once per step, i.e., P Ok(u, v) still holds
in γ 0 . Otherwise, cv = (cu + 1)%K} in γ, and so v is disabled and only u may move. If u does not move,
then cv = (cu + 1)%K} still holds in γ 0 , otherwise cv = cu in γ 0 . Hence, in both cases, P Ok(u, v) still
holds in γ 0 . Hence, follows.
Lemma 17 P ICorrect(u) is closed by U, for every process u.
Since Algorithm U does not modify any variable from Algorithm SDR, we have
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm U, code for every process u
Inputs:
• stu ∈ {C, RB, RF }
• P Clean(u)
• K
Variables:
• cu ∈ N

Predicates:
• P Ok(u, v)
• P ICorrect(u)
• P reset(u)
• P Up(u)

Rules:
rule U(u)

:

:

variable of SDR
predicate of SDR
a constant from the system satisfying K > n

the clock of u

:

Macros:
• reset(u)

:
:
:

≡
≡
≡
≡

cv ∈ {(cu − 1)%K, cu , (cu + 1)%K}
(∀v ∈ N (u), P Ok(u, v))
cu = 0
(∀v ∈ N (u), cv ∈ {cu , (cu − 1)%K})

cu := 0;

P Clean(u) ∧ P Up(u)

→

cu := (cu + 1)%K;

Remark 7 P Clean(u) is closed by U, for every process u.
Corollary 6 P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u) is closed by U, for every process u.
Corollary 7 Any execution of U, that starts from a configuration where P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u)
holds for every process u, satisfies the safety of the unison problem.
Lemma 18 Any configuration where P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u) holds for every process u is not terminal.
Proof. Assume, by the contradiction, a terminal configuration γ where P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u)
for every process u. Then, every process u has at least one neighbor v such that cv = (cu + 1)%K. Since
the number of processes is finite, in γ there exist elementary cycles u1 , . . . , ux such that
1. for every i ∈ {1, . . . , x − 1}, ui and ui+1 are neighbors, and cui = (cui+1 + 1)%K; and
2. u1 and ux are neighbors and cux = (cu1 + 1)%K.
By transitivity, Case 1 implies that cu1 = (cux +x−1)%K. So, from Case 2, we obtain cux = (cux +x)%K.
Now, by definition x ≤ n and K > n so cux 6= (cux + x)%K, a contradiction. Hence, γ is not terminal. 
Lemma 19 Any execution of U, that starts from a configuration where P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u)
holds for every process u, satisfies the liveness of the unison problem.
Proof. Let e be any execution of U that starts from a configuration where P ICorrect(u) ∧ P Clean(u)
holds for every process u. Assume, by the contradiction, that e does not satisfy the liveness of unison. Then,
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e contains a configuration γ from which some processes (at least one) never more executes rule U. Let F
be the non-empty subset of processes that no more move from γ. Let I = V \ F . By Lemma 18, I is not
empty too. Now, since the network is connected, there are two processes u and v such that u ∈ I and v ∈ F .
Now, after at most 3 increments of u from γ, P Ok(u, v) no more holds, contradicting Lemma 17.

Consider now any execution e of U starting from γinit . In γinit , we have P Clean(u)∧P ICorrect(u)
for every process u. Hence, by Corollary 7 and Lemma 19, follows.
Theorem 5 U is distributed (non self-stabilizing) unison.
Properties of U. Consider any execution e of U starting from a configuration γ which does not satisfy
P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) for every process u. Then, there exists at least one process u satisfying
¬P Clean(u) ∨ ¬P ICorrect(u) in γ, and u is disabled forever in e. Indeed, if ¬P Clean(u), then
¬P Clean(u) holds forever since U does not write into SDR’s variables. If ¬P ICorrect(u) holds, then
there is a neighbor v such that ¬P Ok(u, v) holds, both u and v are disabled, hence so ¬P Ok(u, v) holds
forever, which implies that ¬P Up(u) forever. Now, since u is disabled forever, each neighbor of u moves
at most three times in e. Inductively, every node at distance d from u moves at most 3d times. Overall, we
obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 20 In any execution of U starting from a configuration which does not satisfy P Clean(u) ∧
P ICorrect(u) for every process u, each process moves at most 3D times, where D is the network diameter.

5.5

Algorithm U ◦ SDR

Requirements. To show the self-stabilization of U ◦ SDR, we should first establish that U meets the requirements 1 to 2d, given in Subsection 3.5.
Requirement 2a is satisfied since P ICorrect(u) does not involve any variable of SDR and is closed
by U (Lemma 17). All other requirements directly follow from the code of U.
Self-stabilization and Move Complexity. We define the legitimate configurations of U ◦ SDR as the set of
configurations satisfying P Clean(u)∧P ICorrect(u) for every process u. This set actually corresponds
to the set of normal configurations (see Corollary 5, page 20) and is closed by Algorithm U ◦ SDR, by
Remark 2 (page 11), Theorem 1 (page 10), and Corollary 6. Then, from any normal configuration, the
specification of the unison holds, by Corollary 7 and Lemma 19. So, it remains to show the convergence.
Let u be a process. Let e be an execution of U ◦ SDR. By Corollary 3 (page 16), the sequence of rules
executed by a process u in a segment of e belongs to the following language:
(rule C + ε) words I (rule RB + rule R + ε) (rule RF + ε)
where words I be any sequence of rules of U.
Let assume that e contains s segments. Recall that s ≤ n + 1 (see Remark 5, page 13). Let call
regular segment any segment that starts in a configuration containing at least one abnormal alive root. A
regular segment contains no normal configuration, so, by Lemma 10 (page 16) and Lemma 20, the sequence
words I of u is bounded by 3D in S. Thus, u executes at most 3D + 3 moves in S and, overall a regular
segment contains at most (3D + 3).n moves and necessarily ends by a step where the number of abnormal
alive root decreases. Hence, all s − 1 first segments are regular and the last one is not. Overall, the last
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segment Slast starts after at most (3D + 3).n.(s − 1) moves. Slast contains no abnormal alive root and so,
the sequence of rules executed by u in Slast belongs to the following language: (rule C + ε) words I.2
If the initial configuration of Slast contains no process of status RF , then it is a normal configuration and
so s = 1, i.e., e is initially in a normal configuration. Otherwise, let v be a process such that stv = RF
in the initial configuration of Slast and no other process executes rule C later than v. Following the same
reasoning as in Lemma 20, while v does not execute rule C, each process other than v can execute at most
3D rules of U and one rule C. Hence, there are at most (3D + 1).(n − 1) + 1 moves in Slast before the
system reaches a normal configuration.
Since, in the worst case s = n + 1, overall e reaches a normal configuration in at most (3D + 3).n2 +
(3D + 1).(n − 1) + 1 moves, and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6 U ◦ SDR is self-stabilizing for the unison problem. Its stabilization time is in O(D.n2 ) moves.
Round Complexity. By Corollary 5 (page 20), follows.
Theorem 7 The stabilization time of U ◦ SDR is at most 3n rounds.

6 (f, g)-alliance
6.1

The Problem

The (f, g)-alliance problem has been defined by Dourado et al. [29]. Given a graph G = (V, E), and two
non-negative integer-valued functions on nodes f and g, a subset of nodes A ⊆ V is an (f, g)-alliance of
G if and only if every node u ∈
/ A has at least f (u) neighbors in A, and every node v ∈ A has at least
g(v) neighbors in A. The (f, g)-alliance problem is the problem of finding a subset of processes forming an
(f, g)-alliance of the network. The (f, g)-alliance problem is a generalization of several problems that are
of interest in distributed computing. Indeed, consider any subset S of processes/nodes:
1. S is a domination set [9] if and only if S is a (1, 0)-alliance;
2. more generally, S is a k-domination set [9] if and only if S is a (k, 0)-alliance;
3. S is a k-tuple dominating set [38] if and only if S is a (k, k − 1)-alliance;
4. S is a global offensive alliance [40] if and only if S is a (f, 0)-alliance, where f (u) = d δu2+1 e for all
u;
5. S is a global defensive alliance [41] if and only if S is a (1, g)-alliance, where g(u) = d δu2+1 e for all
u;
6. S is a global powerful alliance [46] if and only if S is a (f, g)-alliance, such that f (u) = d δu2+1 e and
g(u) = d δ2u e for all u.
We remark that (f, g)-alliances have applications in the fields of population protocols [3] and server allocation in computer networks [32].
2

Otherwise, stu = RB in some configuration of Slast , and that configuration contains an abnormal root, by Lemma 7 (page
13), a contradiction.
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Ideally, we would like to find a minimum (f, g)-alliance, namely an (f, g)-alliance of the smallest possible cardinality. However, this problem is N P-hard, since the (1, 0)-alliance (i.e., the domination set
problem) is known to be N P-hard [30]. We can instead consider the problem of finding a minimal (f, g)alliance. An (f, g)-alliance is minimal if no proper subset of A is an (f, g)-alliance. Another variant is the
1-minimal (f, g)-alliance. A is a 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance if deletion of just one member of A causes A
to be no more an (f, g)-alliance, i.e., A is an (f, g)-alliance but ∀u ∈ A, A \ {u} is not an (f, g)-alliance.
Surprisingly, a 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance is not necessarily a minimal (f, g)-alliance [29]. However, we
have the following property:
Property 1 (Dourado et al. [29]) Given two non-negative integer-valued functions f and g on nodes
1. Every minimal (f, g)-alliance is a 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance, and
2. if f (u) ≥ g(u) for every process u, then every 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance is a minimal (f, g)-alliance.

6.2

Contribution

We first propose a distributed algorithm called FGA. Starting from a pre-defined configuration, FGA computes a 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance in any identified network where δu ≥ max(f (u), g(u)), for every process
u. Notice that this latter assumption ensures the existence of a solution. FGA is not self-stabilizing, however we show that the composite algorithm FGA ◦ SDR is actually an efficient self-stabilizing 1-minimal
(f, g)-alliance algorithm.

6.3

Related Work

Recall that the (f, g)-alliance problem has been introduced by Dourado et al. [29]. In that paper, the authors
give several distributed algorithms for that problem and its variants, but none of them is self-stabilizing.
In [16], Carrier et al. proposes a silent self-stabilizing algorithm that computes a minimal (f, g)-alliance
in an asynchronous network with unique node IDs, assuming that every node u has a degree at least g(u)
and satisfies f (u) ≥ g(u). Their algorithm is also safely converging in the sense that starting from any
configuration, it first converges to a (not necessarily minimal) (f, g)-alliance in at most four rounds, and
then continues to converge to a minimal one in at most 5n + 4 additional rounds, where n is the size of
the network. The algorithm is written in the locally shared memory model with composite atomicity. It is
proven assuming a distributed unfair daemon and takes O(n · ∆3 ) moves to stabilize, where ∆ is the degree
of the network.
There are several other self-stabilizing solutions for particular instances of (minimal) (f, g)-alliances
proposed in the locally shared memory model with composite atomicity, e.g., [25, 35, 43, 44, 45, 46].
Algorithms given in [43, 45] work in anonymous networks, however, they both assume a central daemon. More precisely, Srimani and Xu [43] give several algorithms which compute minimal global offensive
and 1-minimal defensive alliances in O(n3 ) moves. Wang et al. [45] give a self-stabilizing algorithm to
compute a minimal k-dominating set in O(n2 ) moves.
All other solutions [25, 35, 44, 46] consider arbitrary identified networks. Turau [44] gives a selfstabilizing algorithm to compute a minimal dominating set in 9n moves, assuming a distributed unfair
daemon. Yahiaoui et al. [46] give self-stabilizing algorithms to compute a minimal global powerful alliance.
Their solution assumes a distributed unfair daemon and stabilizes in O(n·m) moves, where m is the number
of edges in the network.
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A safely converging self-stabilizing algorithm is given in [35] for computing a minimal dominating set.
The algorithm first computes a (not necessarily minimal) dominating set in O(1) rounds and then safely
stabilizes to a minimal dominating set in O(D) rounds, where D is the diameter of the network. However,
a synchronous daemon is required. A safely converging self-stabilizing algorithm for computing minimal
global offensive alliances is given in [25]. This algorithm also assumes a synchronous daemon. It first
computes a (not necessarily minimal) global offensive alliance within two rounds, and then safely stabilizes
to a minimal global offensive alliance within O(n) additional rounds.
To the best of our knowledge, until now there was no self-stabilizing algorithm solving the 1-minimal
(f, g)-alliance without any restriction on f and g.

6.4

Algorithm FGA

Overview. Recall that we consider any network where δu ≥ max(f (u), g(u)), for every process u. Moreover, we assume that the network is identified, meaning that each process u can be distinguished using a
unique constant identifier, here noted idu . The formal code of FGA is given in Algorithm 3. Informally, each
process u maintains the following four variables.
coloru : a boolean variable, the output of FGA. Process u belongs to the (f, g)-alliance if and only if coloru .
V scoreu : a variable, whose domain is {−1, 0, 1}. V scoreu ≤ 0 if and only if no u’s neighbor can quit the
alliance.
canQuitu : a boolean variable. ¬canQuitu if u cannot quit the alliance (in particular, if u is out of the
alliance).
ptru : a pointer variable, whose domain is N [u] ∪ {⊥}. Either ptru = ⊥ or ptru designates the member of
its closed neighborhood of smallest identifier such that canQuitu .
In the following, we assume that the system is initially in the configuration γinit where every process u
has the following local state:
coloru = true, V scoreu = 1, canQuitu = true, ptru = ⊥, stu = C.
In particular, this means that all processes are initially in the alliance. Then, the idea of the algorithm is
reduced the alliance until obtaining a 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance. A process u leaves the alliance by executing
rule Clr(u). To leave the alliance, u should have enough neighbors in the alliance (#Alliance(u) ≥
f (u)), approve itself, and have a full approval from all neighbors. Process v approves u if ptrv = u.
Moreover, the approval of v is full if V scorev = 1. Notice that, the ptr pointers ensure that removals from
the alliance are locally central: in the closed neighborhood of any process, at most one process leaves the
alliance at each step.
To ensure the liveness of the algorithm, a process u gives its approval (by executing rule P2(u), maybe
preceded by rule P1(u)) to the member of its closed neighborhood having the smallest identifier among
the ones requiring an approval (i.e., the processes satisfying canQuit).
To ensure that score(v) ≥ 0 is a closed predicate, a process v gives its approval to another process u only
if score(v) = 1 and none of its neighbor can leave the alliance (i.e., ptru ∈
/ N (v)). This latter condition
ensures that no neighbor of v leaves the alliance simultaneously to a new approval of v. It is mandatory
since otherwise the cause for which v gives its approval may be immediately outdated. Hence, any approval
switching is done either in one step when the process leaves the alliance, or in two atomic steps where ptrv
first takes the value ⊥ (rule rule P1(u)) and then points to the suitable process, (rule rule P2(u)).
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm FGA, code for every process u
Inputs:
• stu ∈ {C, RB, RF }
• P Clean(u)
• idu
Variables:
• coloru
• V scoreu ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
• canQuitu
• ptru ∈ N [u] ∪ {⊥}
Predicates:
• P ICorrect(u)

•
•
•
•

P
P
P
P

≡

≡
≡
≡
≡

reset(u)
canQuit(u)
toQuit(u)
updPtr(u)

:
:
:

variable of SDR
predicate of SDR
identifier of u, constant from the system
:
:
:
:

Boolean
The score of u
Boolean
Closed Neighborhood Pointer

score(u) ≥ 0 ∧
[(V scoreu = score(u) = 1) ∨ ptru = ⊥∨
(ptru 6= ⊥ ∧ V scoreu = 1 ∧ ¬colorptru )]
coloru ∧ ptru = ⊥ ∧ canQuitu ∧ V scoreu = 1
coloru ∧ #Alliance(u) ≥ f (u) ∧ (∀v ∈ N (u), V scorev = 1)
P canQuit(u) ∧ (∀v ∈ N [u], ptrv = u)
¬P toQuit(u) ∧ ptru 6= bestP tr(u)

Macros:
• reset(u)
• #Alliance(u)
score(u) = −1




score(u)
= −1



score(u) = 0
•
score(u) = 0




score(u) = 1



score(u) = 1
• CmpV ar(u) :
• bestP tr(u)
:

•

: coloru := true; ptru := ⊥; canQuitu := true; V scoreu := 1;
: |{w ∈ N (u) | colorw }|
if #Alliance(u) < f (u) ∧ ¬coloru
if #Alliance(u) < g(u) ∧
coloru
if #Alliance(u) = f (u) ∧ ¬coloru
if #Alliance(u) = g(u) ∧
coloru
if #Alliance(u) > f (u) ∧ ¬coloru
if #Alliance(u) > g(u) ∧
coloru
V scoreu := score(u); canQuitu := P canQuit(u);
if (V scoreu ≤ 0) return ⊥;
if (∀v ∈ N [u], ¬canQuitu ) then return ⊥;
else return argmin(v∈N [u]|canQuitu ) (idu );
: CmpV ar(u); ptru := bestP tr(u) ;

upd(u)

Rules:
rule Clr(u)

:

P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u)∧
P toQuit(u)

→

coloru := f alse;
upd(u);

rule P1(u)

:

P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u)∧
P updPtr(u) ∧ ptru 6= ⊥

→

ptru := ⊥;
CmpV ar(u);

rule P2(u)

:

P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u)∧
P updPtr(u) ∧ ptru = ⊥

→

upd(u);

rule Q(u)

:

P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u)∧
¬P toQuit(u) ∧ ¬P updPtr(u)∧
(V scoreu 6= score(u) ∨ canQuitu 6= P canQuit(u))

→

CmpV ar(u);
if score(u) ≤ 0 then
ptru = ⊥;
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Finally, the rule rule Q(u) refreshes the values of V scoreu , ptru , and canQuitu after a neighbor left
the alliance or updated its V score variable.
Properties of FGA. Below, we show some properties of Algorithm FGA that will be used for showing both
its correctness and the self-stabilization of its composition with Algorithm SDR.
First, by checking the rules of FGA, we can remark that each time a process u sets V scoreu to a value
other than 1, it also sets ptru to ⊥, in the same step. Hence, by construction we have the following lemma.
Lemma 21 V scoreu = 1 ∨ ptru = ⊥ is closed by FGA, for every process u.
Since Algorithm FGA does not modify any variable from Algorithm SDR, we have
Remark 8 P Clean(u) is closed by FGA, for every process u.
Lemma 22 Let u be any process. Let γ be a configuration where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds.
Let γ 0 be any configuration such that γ 7→ γ 0 . In γ 0 , score(u) ≥ 0.
Proof.
By definition of P toQuit, at most one process of N [u] executes rule Clr in γ 7→ γ 0 . If no
process of N [u] executes rule Clr, we are done. If rule Clr(u) is executed, then #Alliance(u) ≥ f (u)
in γ (see P canQuit(u)) and so #Alliance(u) ≥ f (u) in γ 0 too and thus score(u) ≥ 0 in γ 0 . Otherwise,
let v ∈ N (u) such that rule Clr(v) is executed in γ 7→ γ 0 . In γ, colorv = true and P toQuit(v) holds
with, in particular, ptru = v 6= ⊥, i.e., colorptru holds. Hence, P ICorrect(u), ptru 6= ⊥, and colorptru
imply score(u) = 1 in γ, and so score(u) ≥ 0 in γ 0 .

By definition of FGA, we have
Remark 9 Let u be any process. Let γ be a configuration where ptru = v with v 6= u. Let γ 0 be any
configuration such that γ 7→ γ 0 . In γ 0 , we have ptru ∈ {v, ⊥}.
Lemma 23 Let u be any process. Let γ be a configuration where P Clean(u)∧P ICorrect(u) holds. Let
γ 0 be any configuration such that γ 7→ γ 0 is a step where v ∈ N (u) executes rule Clr(v). P ICorrect(u)
holds in γ 0
Proof. Since rule Clr(v) is enabled in γ, we have ptru = v and V scoreu = 1. So, if u does not move in
γ 7→ γ 0 , we have ptru 6= ⊥, V scoreu = 1, and ¬colorptru . Hence, P ICorrect(u) holds in γ 0 by Lemma
22.
Otherwise, either rule P1(u) or rule Q(u) is executed in γ 7→ γ 0 . In the former case, ptru = ⊥ in γ 0
and by Lemma 22, P ICorrect(u) holds in γ 0 . In the latter case, in γ 0 either ptru = v 6= ⊥, V scoreu = 1
(by Lemma 21), and ¬colorptru , or ptru = ⊥. In either case, P ICorrect(u) holds in γ 0 by Lemma 22,
and we are done.

Lemma 24 Let u be any process. Let γ be a configuration where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds.
Let γ 0 be any configuration such that γ 7→ γ 0 is a step where u executes an action and none of its neighbor
executes rule Clr. P ICorrect(u) holds in γ 0 .
Proof. Since no neighbor of u executes rule Clr in γ 7→ γ 0 , we have V scoreu = score(u) in γ 0 , and by
Lemmas 21 and 22, we are done.

By Remark 8 and Lemmas 23-24, follows.
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Corollary 8 P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) is closed by FGA, for every process u.
Since u is disabled in FGA if ¬P Clean(u) holds. ¬P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) is also closed by
FGA, for every process u. Hence, follows.
Corollary 9 P ICorrect(u) is closed by FGA, for every process u.
Partial Correctness. As for Algorithm U, we focus on configurations of FGA satisfying P ICorrect(u)∧
P Clean(u), every process u. Indeed, again, γinit belongs to this class of configurations, and a configuration of FGA ◦ SDR is normal if and only if P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every process u. So,
the properties we exhibit now will be, in particular, satisfied at the completion of SDR.
Consider any terminal configuration of FGA where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every
process u. By checking the code of Algorithm FGA, we can remark that every process u satisfies
V scoreu = score(u) ∧ canQuitu = P canQuit(u) ∧
ptru = bestP tr(u) ∧ ¬P toQuit(u).
Based on this, one can easily establish that in such a terminal configuration, the set A = {u ∈ V | coloru }
is a 1-minimal (f, g) alliance of the network. Indeed, for every process u, since P ICorrect(u) holds,
score(u) ≥ 0, which in turn implies that A is an (f, g) alliance. Assume then, by the contradiction, that A
is not 1-minimal in some terminal configuration of FGA where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for
every process u. Let m be the process of minimum identifier such that A − {m} is an (f, g) alliance. First,
by definition, colorm ∧ #Alliance(m) ≥ f (m) holds. Then, ∀u ∈ N [m], V scoreu = score(u) = 1 since
A − {m} is an (f, g) alliance. So, P canQuit(m) holds, which implies that canQuitm = true. Finally,
by minimality of the m’s identifier, ∀u ∈ N [m], ptru = bestP tr(u) = m. Hence, P toQuit(m) holds,
which in turn implies that rule Clr(m) is enabled, a contradiction. Hence, follows.
Theorem 8 In any terminal configuration of FGA where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every
process u, the set A = {u ∈ V | coloru } is a 1-minimal (f, g) alliance of the network.
Consider now any execution e of FGA starting from γinit . In γinit , we have P Clean(u)∧P ICorrect(u)
for every process u. Then, P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u), for every process u, is invariant in e, by Corollary 8. Hence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 10 Let e be any execution of FGA starting from γinit . If e terminates, then the set A = {u ∈
V | coloru } is a 1-minimal (f, g) alliance of the network in the terminal configuration of e.
Termination. We now show that any execution of FGA (starting from any arbitrary configuration) eventually terminates. Let v be any process. Let e be any execution of FGA. First, rule Clr(v) switches colorv
from true to false and no rule of FGA sets colorv from false to true. So,
(1) rule Clr(v) is executed at most once in e.
Moreover, this implies that
(2) the value of the macro #Alliance(v) is monotonically non-increasing in e.
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If score(u) < 0 holds for some process u in some configuration of e, then P ICorrect(u) does not hold
and so u is disabled. Moreover, by (2), u is disabled forever in e. Assume, otherwise, that score(u) ≥ 0.
Then, score(u) may increase at most once in e: when rule Clr(u) is executed while #Alliance(u) >
f (u). So,
(3) Every process u updates the value of V scoreu at most 4 times in e.
Hence, overall (by (1)-(3)), the value of P canQuit(v) changes at most 4δv + 2 in e, and thus
(4) v updates the value of canQuitv at most 4δv + 3 in e.
By (3) and (4)
(5) rule Q(v) is executed at most most 4δv + 7 times in e.
The value of bestP tr(v) may change only when a process u in the closed neighborhood of v changes the
value of its variable canQuitu or when v updates V scorev . So, by (3) and (4), the value of bestP tr(v)
changes at most δv .(4∆ + 3) + 4δv + 7 times. So,
(6) v executes rule P1 and rule P2 at most δv .(4∆ + 3) + 4δv + 8 times each in e.
Overall (by (1), (5), and (6)), follows.
Lemma 25 A process v executes at most 8δv ∆ + 18δv + 24 moves in an execution of FGA.
Corollary 11 Any execution of FGA contains at most 16.∆.m + 36.m + 24.n moves, i.e., O(∆.m) moves.
By Corollaries 10 and 11 , we can conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 9 FGA is distributed (non self-stabilizing) 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance algorithm which terminates
in at most O(∆.m) moves.
Round Complexity. We already know that in any execution of FGA, each process executes rule Clr at
most once. So, along any execution there are at most n steps containing the execution of some rule Clr.
We now say that a step is Color-restricted, if no rule rule Clr is executed during that step. Similarly, we
say that a round is Color-restricted if it only consists of Color-restricted steps. In the sequel, we show
that any execution that starts from a configuration where P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds for every
process u contains at most 4 consecutive Color-restricted rounds. Hence, the number of rounds in any
execution starting from γinit is bounded by 5n + 4. To that goal, we first specialize the notion of closure. A
predicate P over configurations of FGA is Color-restricted closed if for every Color-restricted step γ 7→ γ 0 ,
P (γ) ⇒ P (γ 0 ).
We then consider the following predicates over configurations of FGA.
• P5 is true if and only if every process u satisfies P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u).
• P6 is true if and only if P5 holds and every process u satisfies V scoreu = score(u).
• P7 is true if and only if P6 holds and every process u satisfies canQuitu = P canQuit(u).
• P8 is true if and only if P7 holds and every process u satisfies ptru ∈ {bestP tr(u), ⊥}.
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• P9 is true if and only if P8 holds and every process u satisfies ptru = bestP tr(u).
Lemma 26 P6 is Color-restricted closed. Moreover, after one Color-restricted round from any configuration satisfying P5 , a configuration satisfying P6 is reached.
Proof. Let u be a process. The value of score(u) stays unchanged during a Color-restricted step. So, the
predicate V scoreu = score(u) is Color-restricted closed, and so P6 is. Let γ be a configuration satisfying
P5 . Recall that P5 is closed, by Corollary 8. So, P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds forever from γ.
If V scoreu 6= score(u) in γ, then u is enabled in FGA. Now, if u moves in a Color-restricted step, then
V scoreu = score(u) in the reached configuration. Hence, V scoreu = score(u) holds, for every process
u, within at most one round from γ, and we are done.

Lemma 27 P7 is Color-restricted closed. Moreover, after one Color-restricted round from any configuration satisfying P6 , a configuration satisfying P7 is reached.
Proof.
Let u be a process. Let γi 7→ γi+1 be a Color-restricted step such that P6 (γi ) holds. For
every process v, the value of colorv , V scorev , and #Alliance(v) stay unchanged during γi 7→ γi+1 .
Therefore, the value of P canQuit(u) stays unchanged during γi 7→ γi+1 for every process u. So,
the predicate P6 ∧ canQuitu = P canQuit(u) is Color-restricted closed, and so P7 is. Assume now
that, canQuitu 6= P canQuit(u) holds in γi . Then, u is enabled in γi and if u moves in γi 7→ γi+1 ,
canQuitu = P canQuit(u) holds in in γi+1 . Indeed, the value of P canQuit(u) stays unchanged during
the step. Therefore, after at most one Color-restricted round from γi , we have canQuitu = P canQuit(u)
for every process u, and so P7 holds.

Lemma 28 P8 is Color-restricted closed. Moreover, after one Color-restricted round from any configuration satisfying P7 , a configuration satisfying P8 is reached.
Proof.
Let u be a process. Let γi 7→ γi+1 be a Color-restricted step such that P7 (γi ) holds. During
that step, only rules rule P1 or rule P2 are executed. Moreover, for every process v, the value of colorv
and canQuitv stay unchanged during γi 7→ γi+1 . So, the value of bestP tr(u) stays unchanged as well.
So, the predicate P7 ∧ ptru ∈ {bestP tr(u), ⊥} is Color-restricted closed, and so P8 is. Assume now
that, ptru ∈
/ {bestP tr(u), ⊥} holds in γi . Then, u is enabled in γi and if u moves in γi 7→ γi+1 , ptru ∈
{bestP tr(u), ⊥} in γi+1 . Indeed, the value of bestP tr(u) stays unchanged during the step. Therefore, after
at most one Color-restricted round from γi , we have ptru ∈ {bestP tr(u), ⊥} for every process u, and so
P8 holds.

Lemma 29 P9 is Color-restricted closed. Moreover, after one Color-restricted round from any configuration satisfying P8 , a configuration satisfying P9 is reached.
Proof. Let u be a process. Let γi 7→ γi+1 be a Color-restricted step such that P8 (γi ) holds. During that
step, only rules rule P2 are executed. Moreover, for every process v, the value of colorv and canQuitv
stay unchanged during γi 7→ γi+1 . So, the value of bestP tr(u) stays unchanged as well. So, the predicate
P8 ∧ ptru = bestP tr(u) is Color-restricted closed, and so P9 is. Assume now that, ptru 6= bestP tr(u)
holds in γi . Then, u is enabled in γi and if u moves in γi 7→ γi+1 , ptru = bestP tr(u) in γi+1 . Indeed, the
value of bestP tr(u) stays unchanged during the step. Therefore, after at most one Color-restricted round
from γi , we have ptru = bestP tr(u) for every process u, and so P8 holds.
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Theorem 10 Starting from any configuration satisfying P5 , Algorithm FGA terminates in at most 5n + 4
rounds.
Proof.
According to Lemmas 26-29, after any 4 consecutive Color-restricted rounds, every process u
satisfies:
V scoreu

=

score(u)

∧

canQuitu

=

P canQuit(u)

∧ ¬P updPtr(u)

So only rule Clr(u) may be enabled at u. We conclude that an execution of rule Clr occurs at least every
5 rounds, unless the system reaches a terminal configuration. Since, along any execution, there are at most
n steps containing the execution of some rule Clr, the theorem follows.

Since γinit satisfies P5 , we have the following corollary.
Corollary 12 Starting from γinit , Algorithm FGA terminates in at most 5n + 4 rounds.

6.5

Algorithm FGA ◦ SDR

Requirements. To show the self-stabilization of FGA ◦ SDR, we should first establish that FGA meets the
requirements 1 to 2d, given in Subsection 3.5.
1. From the code of FGA, we can deduce that Requirements 1, 2b, 2c, and 2e are satisfied.
2. Requirement 2a is satisfied since P ICorrect(u) does not involve any variable of SDR and is closed
by FGA (Corollary 9).
3. Finally, recall that δu ≥ max(f (u), g(u)), for every process u. So, if P reset(v) holds, for every
v ∈ N [u], then score(u) = 1 and so P ICorrect(u) holds, by definition. Hence, Requirement 2d
holds.
Partial Correctness. Let γ be any terminal configuration of FGA ◦ SDR. Then, γ|SDR is a terminal configuration of SDR and, by Theorem 1, P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds in γ, and so γ|SDR , for every
process u. Moreover, γ|FGA is a terminal configuration of FGA. Hence, by Theorem 8, follows.
Theorem 11 In any terminal configuration of FGA ◦ SDR. the set {u ∈ V | coloru } is a 1-minimal (f, g)
alliance of the network.
Termination and Self-Stabilization. Let u be a process. Let e be an execution of FGA ◦ SDR. By Corollary 3 (page 16), the sequence of rules executed by a process u in a segment of e belongs to the following
language:
(rule C + ε) words I (rule RB + rule R + ε) (rule RF + ε)
where words I be any sequence of rules of FGA. Moreover, by Lemma 10 (page 16) and Lemma 25,
words I is bounded by 8δu ∆ + 18δu + 24. Thus, u executes at most 8δu ∆ + 18δu + 27 moves in any
segment of e and, overall each segment of e contains at most 16m∆ + 36m + 27n moves. Since, e contains
at most n + 1 segments (Remark 5, page 13), e contains at most (n + 1).(16m∆ + 36m + 27n) moves, and
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 12 Any execution of FGA ◦ SDR terminates in O(∆.n.m) moves.
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By Theorems 11 and 12, we can conclude:
Theorem 13 FGA ◦ SDR is self-stabilizing for the 1-minimal (f, g)-alliance problem. Its stabilization time
is in O(∆.n.m) moves.
Round Complexity. Corollary 5 (page 20) establishes that after at most 3n rounds a normal configuration
of FGA ◦ SDR is reached. Then, since the set of normal configuration is closed (still by Corollary 5), all
rules of SDR algorithm are disabled forever from such a configuration, by Lemma 15 (page 19). Moreover,
in a normal configuration, P Clean(u) ∧ P ICorrect(u) holds, for every process u (still by Corollary
5). Hence, after at most 5n + 4 additional rounds, a terminal configuration of FGA ◦ SDR is reached, by
Theorem 10, and follows.
Theorem 14 The stabilization time of FGA ◦ SDR is at most 8n + 4 rounds.
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